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1. Plans for next year of support.

The overall objectives for the next year are the same as those outlined in the original grant application. As previously stated, the primary aim of the proposed research is to specify how age-related limitations of working memory might contribute to lower levels of performance in several prototypical cognitive tasks assessing reasoning and spatial abilities.

2. Studies conducted.

Three projects have been completed during the last year, and reports describing the results are either under editorial review or in preparation. One project involved the Keeping Track task described in the original application. A total of 8 experiments involving 339 young adults and 206 older adults have now been completed with either the numeric or the spatial versions of the Keeping Track task. The most surprising finding of the experiments was that young and old adults were equally affected by increases in the number of processing operations to be performed. This seems to suggest that the amount of required processing may not be the primary determinant of the magnitude of age differences in working memory. In the terminology of our theoretical interpretation, it does not appear that aging alters the operational capacity of working memory, at least for several types of processing operations. A manuscript describing this project is currently under editorial review, and a portion of the results have been described in a recent conference (Shaw, Salthouse & Babcock, 1990). Further research is being planned to examine the effects of different types of processing (e.g., target or irrelevant) on the magnitude of age differences in this paradigm.

A second project involved approximately 450 adults between 18 and 80 years of age performing two sets of tasks designed to measure various components of working memory. The primary tasks were the computation span and listening span working memory tasks, and the component tasks consisted of digit span and word span tasks, arithmetic and reading tasks, and two coordination tasks requiring the performance of two concurrent activities. Multiple regression analyses revealed that increased age was associated with significantly lower scores on both working memory tasks, and that most of the age-associated variance could be eliminated by removing the linear contribution of age and speed from the age - working memory relation. An intriguing implication of this finding, which needs to be confirmed and explored further in future research, is that most of the age differences in working memory functioning may be attributable to age differences in the rate of carrying out simple processing operations. Some of the results of this project have been reported in recent conferences (Babcock & Salthouse, 1990; Salthouse & Babcock, 1989), and a manuscript is currently in preparation.
The third project completed during the past year attempted to identify the specific aspects of cognitive processing that are most affected by limitations on working memory. The primary cognitive task used for this purpose was the Cube Comparisons task, although a version of the Raven's Progressive Matrices task was also investigated. A detailed task analysis revealed that at least three types of temporary storage seemed to be required when performing these tasks, and measures were therefore developed to assess the effectiveness of each type of temporary storage. A total of 200 young adults and 145 older adults participated in five independent experiments in this project. The major results were that young and old adults were equivalent in the temporary preservation of untransformed stimulus information, but that older adults apparently were less able than young adults to preserve the information while, or after, it had been abstracted or transformed. Poorer performance by older adults in certain cognitive tasks may therefore be a consequence of an inability to maintain necessary information in a usable state for effective processing. A manuscript describing this project is currently under editorial review.

3. Human Research.

The protocols planned for the coming year are similar to those described in the previous application. Most of the proposed studies will be conducted with computer-controlled stimulus displays and response collection, but a few will involve paper-and-pencil testing materials. In both cases, the procedures and materials are very similar to those used in much previous research and do not represent any risk to the participants.
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